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Retail Merchandising Leader  
Executive Team Leader – Collaborative Engagement - Bottom Line Results  

 

Innovative merchandising management professional and growth catalyst who offers extensive leadership 
experience, directing the development and implementation of data-driven strategic plans, assortment and brand 
development and positioning, and customer engagement initiatives within competitive environments.  Plans and 
executes integrated merchandising programs that deliver proven ROI and brand advancement by leveraging 
opportunities, partnerships, product placement and promotional campaigns.  
 

Strategic Thinker… with a competency for evaluating market dynamics, customer needs, and 
organizational value to create visions aligned with strategies and structure to achieve desired results.  
Expertise in creating value propositions and articulating to all stakeholders.   
 

Relationship Builder… a career-long record of negotiating complex relationships and securing mutually 
beneficial strategic alliances.  Collaborates effectively up, down and across internal and external 
organizations to drive sustainable business results.   
 

Business Transformation… delivering exceptional revenue and profit growth, positioning 
organizations as market leaders.  Track record of annual growth, driving revenue gains through strategic 
partnerships and complex re-sets.  
 

Dynamic Leader… Institutes effective leadership practices to recruit, retain, motivate and mentor 
employees to develop top-performing teams.   
 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

 
LT Consulting, Phoenix, AZ                          2015 - Present 
RETAIL MERCHANDISING CONSULTANT            
Leveraging merchandising leadership experience to provide retailer, manufacturer and investor guidance on 
retail merchandising strategy, industry dynamics, and opportunity identification.  Initiates creative 
approaches to brand differentiation through product assortment and consumer experience.  
 

PetSmart - Phoenix, AZ                                  1995 to 2015 
VICE PRESIDENT MERCHANDISING/BUYING             (2012 to 2015) 
Sets the vision for merchandise categories to drive consistent and sustainable sales and margin growth, working 
with teams to develop strategic plans to achieve goals.  Accountable for $2 billion in retail sales across 1,350 
stores; span of control included all non-food products for dogs and cats, consisting of 6000 items across 120 
product categories and over 200 supplier partners.  Coached, mentored and guided a high performing team 
of 28 associates consisting of Sr. Directors, Sr Buyers, Buyers, Assistant Buyers and support staff.  
Strengthened relationships with known brands that drove value and appeal to customers and leveraged 
competitive opportunities to develop new brands to fill voids.  Ensured market leadership position through 
vendor negotiations to drive innovation, exclusivity and clearly defined channel strategies.  Partnered closely with 
Marketing, Finance, Store Operations and Process/Layout teams to deliver strategic vision.  Monitored, analyzed 
and reported on business performance to maximize growth opportunities.  
 

 Dog Hardgoods division ($1.6 billion) delivered 5% 2-year growth vs. prior trend  and 1.2% in market 
share gains through development and execution of the largest all-store re-set and strategy execution in 
company history.   

 Grew sales penetration of Proprietary and Exclusive assortments over 550BPs in three years. 
 Produced the strongest consecutive Halloween and Holiday results in company history 2013 and 2014, 

delivering 2-year average net sales growth of 21% for Halloween and 12% for Holiday  
 Delivered $3 million and saved 100,000 pets lives through team initiatives that supported PetSmart 

Charities. 
 Two-year sales growth exceeded total company by 3%. 
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PetSmart (cont’d) 
SENIOR DIRECTOR MERCHANDISING/BUYING             (2009 to 2012) 
Supported and collaborated with department VP to develop strategies that balanced customer expectations and 
corporate objectives.  Responsible for $1.2 billion in retail sales across 1,200 stores and a team of 12 associates.  
Responsible for planning and execution of all divisional initiatives in collaboration with internal and external 
partners and team.  Drove assortment lifecycle management, vendor terms negotiations, store assortment, 
pricing, product placement and promotional plans.  Initiated team and vendor education, awareness and focus on 
Cats and Cat Customers to deliver disruptive focus and change.  Led initiatives on behalf of all Buying divisions to 
improve internal and external support and execution of Merchandising strategies.   
 

 Launched across the enterprise a holistic Cat Hardgoods ($400 million) re-set strategy to lead the 
industry in the delivery of Cat-centric assortments and customer shopping experience.  Executed the most 
complex re-set in company history to date.  Delivered a 15% increase over pre-initiative, three-year trend 
in the product line, resulting in $60 million incremental sales post reset; exceeded US growth by 18%.  

 Delivered to the company a sustainable communication and relationship-building infrastructure that 
drove a 30% improvement to the implementation and execution of merchandising initiatives across 1,350 
stores by 40,000 associates.  

 Designed and delivered an enterprise-wide initiative to drive a disruptive, sustainable and industry-
leading culture of innovation.  As a result, 30 new suppliers were acquired and co-developed over 300 
exclusive items, generating $50 million in 2012-2015 revenue.  

 Advanced a divisional infrastructure to drive results and improve morale.  Turnover dropped by 30%, 
circumventing an estimated $10 million in transitional and lost opportunity costs, while producing the 
highest number of promotions (13) in the Merchandising Department in 2014 - 2015. 

VICE PRESIDENT MERCHANDISING     (2008 to 2009) 
Managed $720 million in sales.  Scope of responsibility included all live animals and associated products for fish, 
small animals and reptiles.  Developed and led division strategy, supplier relations and negotiations, divisional 
assortment lifecycle management and team development.     
 

 Grew sales 4% and margin 5%. 
 Improved GM rate by over 60BPs through bids, trade-up focus in consumables, retail pricing re-work and 

re-organization of the live animal transportation network. 
 

DIRECTOR OF MERCHANDISING       (2006 to 2008) 
Accountable for $830 million in sales, responsible for all products for cats.  Drove division strategy and 
implementation to achieve sales and margin goals. 
 

 Grew 2007 sales by 13%. 
 

Additional Positions Held                       (1995 to 2006) 
CATEGORY MANAGER - BUYER - INVENTORY & SYSTEMS MANAGER - PRODUCT FLOW MANAGER 

 
EDUCATION 

 
                                                                
Bachelor of Science, Speech Communications  Northern Arizona University       Flagstaff, AZ 
 

CORE COMPETENCIES 
 

 

Brand Management - Team Leadership - Business Planning - Communication - Project Management 
Pricing - Category Management - Competitive Intelligence Assessments - Budgeting - Count Integrity 

Branding - Product Promotions - Planogram Design - Product Stocking - Inventory Audits & Verification 
Visual Merchandising - P&L - Business Development - Public Speaking - Sales Execution Support 
Procurement - Product Pricing Strategy - Product Life Cycle Management - Vendor Management 


